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Ismb 2020 keynotes

The Community of Special Interest (COSI) event at ISMB 2020 July 15, 2020 Montréal, Canada BioVis@ISMB2020 will be held as a virtual event along with the wider ISMB2020 conference, more details can be found on the ISMB 2020 webpage here. The rapidly evolving Purpose and Scope of biology creates huge
challenges for data visualization techniques that allow researchers to gain insights from their large and highly complex data sets. BioVis Interest Group organizes biovis interdisciplinary events, covering all aspects of visualization in biology. The symposium brings together researchers from the visualization, bioinforatics,
and biology communities with the aim of educating, inspiring, and engaging visualization researchers in issues in biological data visualization as well as bioinforatics and biology researchers in advanced visualization research. We invite the delivery of original research articles as well as the delivery of posters. The
Symposium format will be a one-day one-line event at ISMB. It will feature keynotes and invited talks, paper sessions, spotlight talks, and posters/demos. Primers will also be provided to introduce key topics in visualization research. Topics We invite contributions to all aspects of data visualization in biology, from
molecular to cell, tissue, organism and population biology. Recommended topics for paper and poster delivery include, but are not limited to: Genomic and sequence data, including genomic variation data Omic multivariate data (transcriptomic, proteomic, metabolomic, etc.) Philologetic data Biological networks and
biological ontology pathways Macromolecular structures (e.g., proteins or RNA structures) Biological image data, such as microscopic data Integration of image and microphone data for system biological modeling and simulation of biological systems Neurobiology and developmental biological systems and software
frameworks Biological workflows or collaborative processes Visualization uses by biological Atlas biologists and metadata processes for interdisciplinary collaboration between biology and visualization. Integrating visualization and machine learning for biological analysis There are several ways participants can contribute
to the BioVis: Novel program, unissued works can be submitted as papers to the ISMB Process. If accepted, the manuscript will be published in the OUP Journal Bioinformatics. Authors of accepted papers will be asked to present their work at a symposium in a talk. Authors of rejected papers will be invited to submit
posters. Authors are required to submit a full paper by January 30, 2020 through the BioVis submission site, and must comply with the delivery guidelines also outlined on the same page. IMPORTANT: During submission, please select the general subject of submission (AREA), then be sure to BioVis as the TOPIC of
your submission to ensure your manuscript is assigned to our COSI. We encourage the use of digital video to improve paper delivery, especially if some or all of the work discusses interactive techniques. However, please note that OUP does not support videos as additional material, so you will need to host videos
elsewhere (for example, YouTube). Participants were encouraged to submit short abstracts describing their recently published work related to visualization of expanded biological or abstract data that discussed unissued work. Deliveries will be reviewed by seats and by external reviewers. If accepted, participants are
required to present their work in a talk at the symposium. Rejected talk writers will be invited to submit posters. Published work: Authors are required to submit a short abstract (250 words) at least before April 30, 2020. Abstracts should include a brief description of the work and may include descriptive figures. Previously
published papers must be submitted along with the abstract, unless the paper is open access. Unissued works: Authors are required to submit an extended abstract (1500 words) no later than April 30, 2020. The text should include a brief description of the work and have descriptive numbers. 3. Posters and demos -
Submission Deadline: May 28, 2020 We invite participants to submit work in the process and preliminary results, previously published works from elsewhere, or visualization challenges to be presented as interactive posters and/or demos. This option will be invited to give a brief talk during the conference. Authors are
required to submit short abstracts (250 words) and supporting figures by May 28, 2020. Abstracts should include a concise description of an idea, ongoing work, preliminary results, visualization challenges, or previously published work presented elsewhere that is also relevant to the BioVis community. If the submission is
based on previous work, the published paper must be submitted along with the summary, unless the paper is open access, where instead a direct link to the open access version should be provided. Poster preparation instructions will be emailed to the author of the received post. See ISMB Key Dates for more details.
Deadline and Notice of Deadline for Submission of ISMB Process : Conditional Admission Notice January 30, 2020: Revised Deadline March 4, 2020: March 20, 2020 Final Acceptance Notice: Deadline 6 April 2020 2020 and Notice of Deadline for Submission of Talks and Posters/Demos: 30 April Notification of Speech
Acceptance 2020: May 14, 2020 Deadline for Submission of Posters/Demos: May 28, 2020 Notice Poster/Demo: June 4, 2020 March 18, 2020, ISCB leaders continue to closely monitor the spread of COVID-19, assessing several possibilities for ISMB 2020 including delays holding a virtual conference. Read more ...
ISMB 2020 - Mark your calendar! The annual international conference on Intelligent Systems for Molecular Biology (ISMB) is the flagship meeting of the International Society for Computational Biology (ISCB). The 2020 conference is the 28th ISMB conference, which has evolved into the world's largest
bioinformatics/computational biology conference. ISMB brings together scientists from computer science, molecular biology, mathematics, statistics and related fields and provides an intense multidisciplinary forum to disseminate the latest developments in bioinformatics/computational biology.  The conference fosters
fresh dialogue, collaboration and learning opportunities, and is a meeting that shapes the future of the field. At the heart of this scientific program is the ISCB Communitys of Special Interest (COSIs), enabling intensified community engagement and strengthening its reputation as a leading conference in the field. 
Powerful scientific and technical programs showcase the best international developments in bioinformatics and computational biology, making ISMB 2020 a must-attend event. Send Research to ISMB 2020 Skip Nav Destination This has been an unusual year, even for ISMB. Due to the WORLDWIDE COVID-19
pandemic, the 28th Annual Ismb Conference on Intelligent Systems for Molecular Biology, originally intended to be held in Montreal, Canada, was instead run as a full virtual conference on July 13–16, 2020. The huge debt of gratitude was caused by the Executive Director of the International Society for Computational
Biology (ISCB) Diane Kovats, Conference Director Steven Leard and the entire conference team as it arranged to move the entire meeting online at very short notice! ISMB is the flagship conference of THE ISCB and can be considered the world's premier forum for the dissemination of scientific research in computational
biology. Proceedings Track at ISMB provides an opportunity for members of the computational biology research community to submit full-length papers featuring original research for a thorough review. Both theoretical and applied delivery are welcomed in the field of computational biology; received papers appear in this
special edition of Bionatics and are presented at the conference. This year's review process is managed by dividing the proposed manuscript among nine areas of scientific study. The recruitment and review of the programme committee is overseen by the Senior Programme Committee (SPC), which includes the Head of
Proceedings and nine sets of Area Chairmen (AC), some of whom are nominated by the Special Interest Community (COSIs). Reviewers seek new and important biological insights; the truth; clarity and potential impacts. After the review is submitted, papers with different scores are discussed by reviewers Relevant air
conditioning, often resulting in enhanced reviews and scores. Final acceptance decisions are made by all SPC, including Proceedings Seats registered as authors of this section, plus 18 air conditioners listed in Table 1. Table 1.Thematic Area of ISMB2020 Area . Acs. Delivery. The letters received. Acceptance rate (%)
. Microbial bioinforatics and microbioms Niranjan Nagarajan, Curtis Huttenhower 21 5 23.8 Comparative and functional genomics Carl Kingsford, Shaun Mahony 43 8 18.6 Genome privacy and safety Bonnie Berger 12 2 16.6 Genomic variation analysis Tobias Marschall, Emidio Capriotti 30 7 23.3 Macromolecular
sequences, structures and functions of Lenore Cowen, Jérôme Waldispühl 60 14 23.3 Genomic population and molecular evolution Aïda Ouangraoua , Wataru Iwasaki 16 5 31.2 Phenotype studies and clinical application of Niko Beerenkelwin , 65 9 13.8 Sébastien Lemieux, Teresa Przytycka Biological systems and
networks Sushmita Roy, Mona Singh 53 9 16.9 General computational biology Olga Vitek, Russell Schwartz 29 6 20.6 Eight review areas in Table 1 focus on a particular class of biological problems, some of which are quite extensive. The ninth area, Computational Biology, is intended for submissions of topics that
appear or do not fit in other review areas. Some of the more common script topics addressed by this area by 2020 include ontology and bioNLP, single cell methodology, CRISPR and imaging applications. Some papers are moved between reviewing areas to avoid conflicts of interest. Abstracts, previously published
papers, position papers, perspectives, and reviews are not eligible to be submitted to the ISMB Process path. In total, 329 manuscripts were submitted and submitted for review. We would like to specifically admit all 226 program committee members and 264 sub-reviewers to do a difficult job in adverse circumstances.



Many of the world's early COVID-19 shutdown periods overlap with the last weeks of the review period, but deadlines for review and decision-making are met. In all, we received a total of 1078 reviews, with an average of 3.3 reviews per submission. The distribution of the number of reviews per paper is shown in Figure
1. Conditional admission information is provided to the author a month after the revised submission and final acceptance deadline is determined a month later. In all, 65 manuscripts were received, for a final acceptance rate of 20%. The distribution of handouts reviewed under different thematic areas is shown in Table
1.The authors have the opportunity to point to a specific COSI session that they believe is best suited. However, many submitted texts do not make specific COSI session requests. Thus, the papers received offered to the COSI requested by the author if there is one, but the final assignment of the papers received for the
COSI session is made by COSI and the Chairman of the Session on the basis of the request of the author and COSI. Three papers were assigned to the General Computational Biology session for presentation. The final distribution of handouts received to COSI is shown in Table 2. Table 2.COSI distribution of ISMB
2020 Trial papers RECEIVED BY COSI. The amount of paper. HiTSeq 13 NetBio 7 MLCSB 6 EvolCompGen 6 iRNA 5 3D-Sig 3 CAMDA 3 Functions 3 Microbiom 3 RegSys 3 TransMed 3 General 3 BioVis 2 CompMS 2 VarI 2 TextMining 1 We thank the Steering Committee of ISMB 2020, Diane Kovats, Steven Leard,
Pat Rodenburg and Seth Mulholland for their support, guidance, and cheerful handling of small and existential logistical questions at this difficult time. Special thanks also to SPC, reviewers and their sub-reviewers, for going above and beyond in maintaining high ISMB standards on a timescale that will be rigorous even
in typical conditions. Thanks to the COSI chair for great AC nominations, air conditioning is due to be highly responsive and professional and cosi contacts for additional assistance during the process of identifying reviewers and incorporating accepted papers into their program. One bright spot in recent months has been
the way the entire international research community has come together to focus on shared challenges. Data and code sharing has improved, journals have become more willing to consider manuscripts released as preprints, paywalls have been loosened and new collaborations have emerged. We see the ISMB
community reflecting this trend, and we are excited by the expectation that some of these steps towards more open science will continue. Finally, we would like to thank everyone who has participated in this conference – from keynote speakers to students in attendance for the first time. You make this meeting, and the
whole ISMB community, what it is. We here we hereically invite you to read the papers in this proceedings volume. Have a safe and healthy year and we look forward to welcoming you directly to ISMB 2021 in Lyon, France. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Non-
Commercial Attribution License ( , which allows non-commercial use, distribution and reproduction in any medium, provided that the original work is properly cited. For commercial re-use, please contact journals.permissions@oup.com journals.permissions@oup.com
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